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1. Introduction. The interpolation formula(1)

,_,            sin (ir/h) (t — nh)
lit) = £ f(nh) ~~-ft-— » -co<t<co,

„ (ir/h)(t — nh)

is due to Cauchy [l], and was rediscovered by E. T. Whittaker [2]. The

formula is exact if (real or complex) / has a suitably restricted frequency

spectrum; namely, if/can be represented as

/A-l/2+0
eiriK'dg(\), -oo < / < oo,

-A-'/2-0

where g is of bounded variation on [ — h~x/2, h~l/2\ and the jumps of g at the

endpoints, if any, are equal [3]. This result, or some variant of it, is known

in the communications art as the sampling theorem [12]; it is widely used in

information theory [4].

In the present paper we seek conditions under which the random variables

x(t) of a stationary (wide sense) stochastic process \x(t), — oo <t< «> } are

determined linearly by the "sample" random variables \x(nh), — oo <«< oo }.

(The sample spacing h>0 is to be regarded throughout as a fixed preassigned

number.) The problem is a simple one, intuitively speaking. Suppose process

x contains a component aie2wiXlt at frequency Xi; this component contributes

to the samples the quantities

(f) a1e2TiXinh, — oo  < n < oo .

To reproduce x from its samples it must be possible to extract from the sam-

ples at least the information that at frequency Xi the amplitude is a,\. How-

ever, suppose the process contains another component a2e2"X2!, where the

second frequency is related to the first by X2=Xi+rA-1, with r?^0 a positive

or negative integer. This component contributes to the samples the quantities

a2e2xi\2nh  _   a2e2xi\inhe2irirn  —   a^i^nh^ _ 00    <  w   <   oo ,

and these are proportional to (f). The best that could be obtained from the

samples would be the value of ai+ar, there would be no way of disentangling

the separate amplitudes a,\ and a2. Thus if process x is to be determined by
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(') Summation limits are (— oo, co) unless otherwise indicated, throughout.
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its samples it must be the case that if x has nonvanishing power at a fre-

quency X then x has vanishing power at each of the "alias" frequencies

A+rft-\ r=±l, ±2, • • • .
Theorem 1, below, is essentially a precise version of this heuristic result.

It may be put as follows: the process x is determined linearly by its samples

if and only if some set of frequencies A containing all of the power of the

process is disjoint from each of its translates A — rh_1, r= +1, ±2, • • • (2).

(That is, no two frequencies in A differ by a multiple of h~l.)

In the remainder of the paper we are concerned with the more delicate

question of when such linear dependence (where it exists) can be given the

form x(t) = 2^n x(nh)K„(t) for appropriately chosen coefficients Kn{t), and

with convergence properties of such series.

2. Preliminaries. We follow the notation and terminology of Doob [5,

Chapters IV, IX-XIl], for the most part(3). We are concerned with a con-

tinuous parameter real or complex stochastic process \x(t), — » </< oo },

stationary in the wide sense and continuous in mean square. Such a process

has a spectral representation

eiriUdy{\), -oo < / < oo,

-00

where the spectral process y has orthogonal increments. The (continuous)

"covariance" function R of process x has the representation^)

/oo
e2'a<«-'^F(X), - co < s, t < °o

-OO

where F is the spectral distribution function of process x; dF(\) = E { | dy(k) |2},

symbolically [5, p. 527]. The (nonnegative, totally finite) Lebesgue-Stieltjes

measure induced by F on X sets we denote by F\ } or simply F(b). Any X

set A whose complement is of F measure zero, -FJA'} =0, is a support of F.

Let 9Jf denote(6) the complete normed linear space of random variables

spanned by the collection \x(t), — oo <t< oo }, where the norm of mGSDJ is

||w|| = [E{ \u\ 2} ]1/2. Two random variables are  equivalent  if  their  differ-

(*) A—I*-1 denotes the set of all X such that (\+rfr1)E.\.

(3) In the background of the discussion there is a measure space [fi, 5, P], where il is a space

of points <a, ST is a Borel field of u sets, and P is a measure on SF such that P {0} = 1. A random

variable u = «(u) is a measurable w function; a stochastic process is an indexed family of random

variables. We suppress, throughout, explicit mention of [u, SF, P]; E{u] denotes the integral

Ju u(a)P{du\, and "with probability 1" (or "w.p.l") replaces "almost everywhere [P]."

(4) Asterisks denote complex conjugates.

(') The "power" in the Introduction is just F measure.

(6) That is, W (separable) is the smallest linear manifold containing (for all choices of

v, \ta\, complex {ca}) all finite linear combinations £!Li cax(la), all limits in norm of sequences

of such linear combinations, and all random variables equal to such limits with probability 1.
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ence has norm zero; i.e., if they are equal with probability 1. The space 9Ji is

isomorphic (to within equivalences) with the complete normed linear space

9t of (complex) F measurable X functions v for which the norm ||»||

= [J-a |i»(X) 12dF(X)]112 is finite. TwoX functions are equivalent if their differ-

ence has norm zero; i.e., if they are equal almost everywhere [i*"](7). The

(norm preserving) isomorphism under consideration is the usual one, given by

(3) u=   I    v(X)dy(X),

where wGStft is the image of a£9l to within equivalences [5, p. 427] (||m||

= \\v\\ holds for every mGSJJ, i>£9c related by (3)).
The samples \x{nh), — oo <«< oo } span a certain closed linear subspace

of 9W; we denote this subspace by 9ft„. The random variables in Ws are those

"determined linearly by the samples," as we shall use this phrase. We denote

by 91, the image in 91 of 9Jc„. According to (1) and (3), to a:(wA)£9J?, there cor-

responds e2"Xn''£9?s, — °o <w< oo. Any linear combination of these latter

has period hr1 in X, and standard trigonometric approximation methods show

that 9cs contains all functions in 9t which have period hr1 [5, p. 560 ]. Thus

we may characterize 9?„ as those functions in 9i which are periodic with pe-

riod A-1, together with all functions equivalent to such periodic functions.

Our main result, Theorem 1 of the next section, is based on a certain

formula for the projection on 9?,.

Lemma. The operator (P given by

X) f(X + nh-^dFiX + nh-1)

(4) ((PzO(X) =- -       a.e. [F], v E %
2_, dF(X + nhr1)
n

is the projection on 9L.

Proof. We should first define the right side of (4). Given ti£9i, the

(c-additive, totally <r-finite) set functions G0, Gi, G2 are determined by their

values

Go{A } = £ f dF(X + nh-1),
n    J A

(5) G^A) = X) f v(\ + nhrl)dF{X + nh'1),
n    J A

G*\A\ = 2 f I »(X + nh-1) \2dF(X + nh-1)
n    J A

(') We choose to regard 91 as a set of functions, and not as a set of equivalence classes of

functions, so we should call || || a pseudo- (or semi-) norm. (A similar remark applies to Wl.) The

fact that (depending on F) two different X functions may be equivalent in 91 lies at the core of

our problem, and is not here just an unimportant technical complication.
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for bounded Borel sets A. (Let A have diameter less than h~l, so that its

translates \An = A —nh~l, — oo <n< <x>} are mutually disjoint. Then Go{A }

•= F{\JnAn}, and the a-additivity and (r-finiteness of G0 follow easily;

similarly for G\ and G2, using vEl^SI and the totally finite property of F.) The

same methods show that Gi and G2 are each Go-continuous(8), and by the right

side of (4) we mean the Radon-Nikodym derivative dGi/dGo. This derivative

is determined almost everywhere [Go] and is Go measurable(9); a fortiori, it is

determined almost everywhere [F] and is F measurable, it being obvious that

F is Go-continuous. Each G has the property G{B~nh~1} = G{b) for all

Borel sets B and integers n, clearly, so that dGi/dGo may be chosen to be

periodic with period hr1.

The operator (P is linear; we show that it is bounded. Let Borel set A

have diameter less than hr1, so that its translates A „ = A —nhr1, — oo <n< oo,

are mutually disjoint. We have

G,{A} =  f       v(\)dF(\),
Ju„xn

and Schwarz's inequality gives

|GiU}|*^f       |t>(X)|W(X)  f      dF(\) =G2{A}G0{A},
•J u„^„ J V„An

holding for every such A. It follows that | dGi/dG0\ 2^j<fG2/dG0 a.e. [Go].

Hence

„      rM|^Gi     2 r°° dG*

J _oo I aGo J —oo d-Go

v-   C *"' dG*

n    •/ 0 ^Go

= Z I     — (xwx + »*-')
n    «/ 0 aGo

— (X)Co{dX}
•/ 0 ttCro

g2{jx} = IHK
J o

where we have used the fact that dGi/dGo may be chosen to be periodic with

period h~x.

(8) This term is an abbreviation for "absolutely continuous with respect to Go."

(9) I.e., measurable with respect to the Borel field generated by the Borel sets and the

subsets of Borel sets of G0 measure zero. A set A (function »(\)) is Go measurable if and only if

every translate A—nft-1(w(X+»A-1)) is immeasurable.
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We show next that (P is (equivalent to) the identity in 9?,. Any fl£9c, is

equivalent to some 0£9l, which is periodic with period A-1. From (5) we have

Gi{A} = Z f K\)dF(\ + nh-1) =  f 0(X)Go{rfX}
n    J A J A

for all bounded Borel sets A, whence dGi/dGo = ti a.e. [G0](9). Thus ^G9i,

implies (Pz; = ti a.e. [F]. Since (range (P) C9ts, it follows that (P is the projection

on 97,.

The formula we use in the next section is a modification of (4). For each

n, let Fn denote the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure induced by the distribution

function .F„(X) =F(X + nh~1), —oo<X<oo, — oo <n< <x>. Each of these meas-

ures may be decomposed (Lebesgue) into an F-continuous part and an F-

singular part:

(6) Fn{B} =   f fn(X)dF(X) + F»|^r,), Borel B,
J B

where/„^0 is the density relative to F of the F-continuous part of Fn and

where the F-singular part of Fn is contained in the set r„, F{r„} ==0. (We

choose/o=l, To = 0.) If T denotes the set T = U„ Tn, then Fir} =0 and

Fn{B\ =  f fn(X)dF(X) + Fn{Bnr}, Borel B,   - oo <«<<*>.

The quantities G0 and Gi of (5) become

Go{a} = f E/»(*)<*F(x) + GoUnr},
J A    n

GAM =   f T,MX)v(X + nh-1)dF(X) + G1{Ar\T},
J A     n

whence the projection (Pv = dGi/dGo has on V (which is a.e.  [F]) the value

«(X) + Z MX)v(X + nh-1)

(7) «P,)(X) =-"*° -       a.e. [F].
1   +   2-1 JnW

(The numerator and denominator are each finite a.e. [F]; cf. [6, p. 879].)

We remark that this version of the projection, in contrast to (4), is no longer

formally periodic.

This result, (4) or (7), is (of course) an ergodic theorem. We have pre-

sented it in detail because it falls under a case which is usually set aside(10);

(10) However, see [6].
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the space at hand (the X axis) is dissipative with respect to our transforma-

tion X->X-fc-'(u)-
3. A sampling theorem. Now we ask, when is it possible that for some

value (or values) of t not of the form nh, the random variable x(t) is deter-

mined linearly by the sample random variables \x{nh), — oo <«< oo }? A

fairly complete answer is provided by

Theorem 1 (Sampling Theorem). The following properties of process x,

stationary in the wide sense and continuous in mean square, are equivalent:

(i) Each random variable x(t) (— <x> <t< <*>) of the process is determined

linearly by the samples \x(nh), — °o <«< oo ];

(ii) For some irrational number £, x(£h) is determined linearly by the sam-

ples;

(iii) There exists a support A of the spectral distribution of the process whose

translates {A — nhr1, — oo <«< oo } are mutually disjoint^2).

Proof. (i)=>(ii) is vacuous. We show (ii)=»(iii) and then (iii)=»(i). Suppose

x(^h) is determined linearly by the samples, i.e., x(£/j) is equal to its projec-

tion on ffis w.p.l. Then e2lriKih, which corresponds in 5t tox(£A), is equal to its

projection on Sit, a.e. [F]. Using (7), we have

e2TiXf*-f Y. fn(Ve'iTia+nh~inh

ei*iHh =-   -       ae. [F];

1+ E/»(X)

this simplifies to

(8) £ (1 - e2™*)/„(X) = 0       a.e. [F].

Each coefficient 1— e2*'"* here has nonvanishing positive real part, since f is

assumed to be irrational. It follows that/n(X)=0 a.e. [F], n^O, since the

{/„} are nonnegative. But this is to say, Fn is F-singular, «^0, from the

definition of the {fn\.

Thus there exist complementary supports for F and Fn, re^O; let M„ be

a support of F such that F„{M„} =0, re^O. The intersection N = n„H0Mn of

(") Recall that a subset Wof some space is wandering with respect to a 1-1 point transfor-

mation 7* if its transforms { T"W, — °° <n< oo } are mutually disjoint, and a set Fis dissipative

with respect to T if it is the sum Y= [jnTnW o( transforms of some wandering set W. In the

present case, the interval (0, hr1], for instance, is wandering with respect to T: T\ = \ — h~1, and

its translates {( — nh'1, — (» — l)/s_1], — » <n< oo } cover the X axis. (In the usual ("regular")

case of ev °i0^dic theorem an assumption is made to the effect that all (measurable) dissipative

sets have measure zero.)

(12) In the language of egodic theory (n), F has a wandering support (with respect to T:

T\ = \ — h~l). Or, again, there exists a support A of F such that no two frequencies in A differ

by an integral multiple of hr1.
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these is a support of F which has the property Fn{N} =0, n^O. From the

nature of the Fn (translates of F) we see that N„ = N — nh-1 is a support of

Fn which has the property Fr{Nn} =0, r^n, — <x> <n, r< oo; in particular,

F{Nn\ =0, m^O. Finally, the set A = Nn(fl„^0 N„') is a support of F which

is disjoint from each of its translates A — nhr1, n^O.

To prove (iii)=>(i), suppose A is a support of F which is disjoint from each

of its translates A — nh-1, nj*0. Clearly, A — nhr1 is a support of Fn, so that

F and F„ have disjoint supports, w;^0; that is, F and F„ are mutually singu-

lar, Mt^O. From (6) we have/„(X) =0 a.e. [F], n^Q. This implies that each

y£9t is equivalent to its projection on 9l„ using (7). Hence 9c = 9cs, 9Ji = 9)is;

a fortiori, Wa contains for each t { — oo <;< oo) a random variable equal to

x(t) w.p.l.

Before going on to find such random variables explicitly, we derive a

corollary and an analog of Theorem 1. The corollary extends a result well

known in the case where F has an interval (— W, W) as support. We define

the bandwidth W of process x as:

W = — g.l.b. {m{B} | FIB') = 0}
2    Borel B

where m denotes Lebesgue measure, and where the g.l.b. is that of the

Lebesgue measures of all Borel supports of F, as indicated. Then Theorem 1

has the

Corollary. If process x is determined linearly by its samples then the sam-

ple spacing and bandwidth satisfy 2Wh^l.

Proof. Any support of F contains a Borel support of F; let A be a Borel

support of F whose translates {A„=A — nh-1, — oo <w< oo J are mutually

disjoint. The (Baire) function k defined by(13)

*(X) = Z Xa(X + nh-1), - oo < X < co,
n

is bounded by unity, &(X)^1, — oo <X< oo, since xa(X + w/z_1) =xa„(X) and

the {A„j are mutually disjoint. Using this, we have

2Wh = h g.l.b. [m{B] \ FIB') = 0}
Borel B

Xa(X)</X
-oo

/i h~l p h~-

Xa(X + nhr^dX = h j       k(X)dX g 1.
0 J 0

Theorem 1 tells us nothing if it is known only that x(t) is determined

(13) Xa denotes the characteristic function of set A.
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linearly by the samples for some rational t/h. The next theorem covers this

case.

Theorem 2. The following properties of process x are equivalent (for each

fixed positive integer p):

(i) For each integer q (— oo <g< oo) the random variable x(qh/p) is deter-

mined linearly by the samples;

(ii) For some integer q relatively prime to p, x(qh/p) is determined linearly

by the samples;

(iii) There exists a support A of F which is disjoint from each of its trans-

lates A. — nh~l, where n takes all positive and negative integer values except

0, ±p, ±2p,

(The proof follows that of Theorem 1; we omit the details. Essentially,

both (ii)=>(iii) and (iii)=>(i) depend on (8). With % = q/p in (8), the coeffi-

cient of fn vanishes when n is a multiple of p, so that the/n need not vanish for

these values of n.)

4. Sampling series. We assume from now on that process x is determined

linearly by its samples, and we seek explicit forms for this linear dependence.

From Theorem 1, the spectral distribution of the process has some support

A whose translates {A — nhr1, — co<w<co} are mutually disjoint. Given

such a support, which we may and do assume is a Borel set, consider the X

function kt defined for each fixed t by

(9) k,(X) = Zxa(X + Bi-ije'-'ft+nr1)! _ oo < \ < oo.

n

As in the corollary of Theorem 1, kt is a bounded Baire function, | kt(\) | ^1,

— oo <X< oo, so that kt(E.yi. Moreover, kt is manifestly periodic in X with

period hr1, so that ii£?l,. Finally, kt has the property ktQC) =e2,rix' a.e. [F],

using ^{A'} =0 and (again) the fact that the translates

}A — nh~l, — oo < m < oo j

of A are mutually disjoint. It follows that

kt(\)dy(X), -co <t < co,

-oo

is a spectral version of the determination of x by its samples. To complete

our efforts we should like to express kt as a linear combination (or limit in 5JI

of linear combinations) of the functions je2"x"'1}, so that the samples

\x{nh)} themselves would emerge from the right side of (10).

Let us try expanding kt in its (ordinary) Fourier series. We have formally

(11) kt(X) ~ X) e2'AnhK(t - nh),
n

where K is given by
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(12) K{t) = h f e2T{KtdX, - oo < ( < oo,
•J A

since the Fourier coefficients of kt are

h I       e~Ui>-nhkt{X)dX

/»  ft

= h I       «-**»»» £ XA(X _|_ rh-^e^^+^-^'dX
Jo T

= * Z I       Xa(X + rAr1)e,ri{X+r*"1)(,-",k)dX
r    ^ 0

/OO

X/L(X)e2ri^'-nh)dX = isT(i - wA), - oo < « < oo.

-oo

We remark that | K(t) | j£ 1, — oo </ < oo, and that if A is the union of mu-

tually disjoint open intervals {(X</, Xa"), a = l, 2, • • • } then

(13) K(t) = h z-—-, t * on,
a=l zirlt

= hm{A\, t = 0.

(If A is the interval {-h~1/2, h-1/2) then (13) gives the familiar K(t)

= (irt/h)-1 sin (wt/h).)

The Fourier series (11) for kt may or may not converge in 91 to kt; if it

does we have a sampling series^) for process x:

(14) x(t) = Z x(nh)K(t - nh), - oo < t < oo,
71

substituting (11) in (10) and using (1). However, we cannot expect an

orthogonal expansion in one function space to converge in another, in general,

and further conditions must be imposed if (14) is to hold. (We return to this

question presently.)

We can get around this difficulty by orthogonalizing the

| g2iriXnfc)    —   00    <  W  <   00 I

in 9i. Suppose the Schmidt orthogonalization procedure applied (in 9c) to the

sequence

(15) J    g2xiXA    g— 2wi\h    g2(2xiXA)     .   .   .

(M) The series is uniformly absolutely convergent on — oo <t< x.

(is) We should note at this point that (depending on F) A and hence K may be nonunique in

a nontrivial way, so that there may be many series of the form (14) for a given process x.

(This will certainly be the case if there exists some open wandering support A of F such that

tn{ A) <h~1; see Theorem 3, below.)
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yields the orthonormal sequence 00, Oi, 0_i, 62, ■ • ■ ; the {#„} will be of the

form

<UX) = Y anre2'iXrh, -co<X<=o,-=o<w<co,

T

where anr = 0 if | r\ > | n\ (16). If kt (or, what is the same thing, e2*iXt, since we

are now working in 5ft) is expanded in terms of the {#„} there results(17)

N *

(16) x(t) = l.i.m. Y   Y anrx{rh) Y a.n,R(l - sh),

where 7? is the covariance of the process, (2). (In the terminology of Doob

[5, Chapter IV], the right side of (16) is the martingale (wide sense) limit

l.i.m. E{x(t) | x(0), x(h), x(-h), x(2h), • • • , x(-Nk)},
AT-.oo

and represents the projection of x(t) on Tls whether x{t) is determined linearly

by the samples or not.)

We are mainly interested in the sampling series (14), however. We have

Theorem 3. // the spectral distribution of process x has an open support A

whose translates {A — nhr1, — co<re<co} are mutually disjoint, then the

sampling series is summable (C, 1) in norm to x(t); i.e.,

N    / I n I \
(17) x{t) = l.i.m.    Y,  I1-)x{nh)K(t-nh), - oo < / < oo.

JV-»   n=_.v \ N /

Proof. The (C, 1) partial sums of the Fourier series for kt converge to

kt at every point of A, since kt(X) =e2"ixt, X£EA, is continuous on open A

[7, p. 45 ]. Moreover, these (C, 1) partial sums are bounded, since kt is bounded

[7, p. 46]. Hence, by dominated convergence, the Fourier series for kt is

summable (C, 1) in 5ft to kt, and (17) follows from the isomorphism of 5ft and

5Tft.

Corollary. If also A is a finite union of intervals, or, more generally, if

l.u.b.-00<«oo [ tK(t) | < co , then the sampling series converges in norm to x(t); i.e.,

N

(18) *(/) = l.i.m.    Y  x(nh)K(t - nh), -co  < / < co.
N-xo      n=-N

Proof. The added hypothesis insures that the ordinary partial sums of the

Fourier series for kt converge to kt on A [7, p. 47], and that the difference

(16) If any member of the sequence (15) is linearly dependent in 91 on preceding members

then so will be all subsequent numbers. This occurs when and only when F is increasing at

(at most) a finite number of points, under the assumption 3K =3U« of the present section. It is

not necessary to modify the notation to cover this case.

(17) We use "l.i.m." to designate a limit in the norm of 50?.
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between the ordinary and (C, 1) partial sums is bounded [7, p. 43]. By

dominated convergence, again, the ordinary partial sums converge in 9c to

kt, and (18) follows.

Our final theorem gives sufficient conditions for convergence of the sam-

pling series with probability 1.

Theorem 4. Suppose the spectral distribution of process x has an open sup-

port A whose translates {A — nh-1, — oo <w< oo } are mutually disjoint. Suppose

further that there exist numbers a and j3 such that

a > 1/2, 0 > 0, a + 0/2 > 1,

l.u.b.     | laK(t) | < oo,
(19) -»«<»

l.u.b.    | tW(t) | < °o.
— oo <(< oo

Then the sampling series converges to x(t) with probability 1; i.e.,

N

(20) x(t) =  lim     Z x{nh)K{t - nh)        w.p.l,        - <*> < / < oo.

Proof. Under assumptions (19), convergence of the right side of (20) with

probability 1 is a consequence of a generalization of Menchoff's theorem

given by Kac, Salem, and Zygmund(18). Theorem 3, above, shows that the

sum is x(t).

An example will indicate the limitations of the sampling series representa-

tion (14). We set h = l, to simplify the notation. Let £o, £i, £-i, £2, • • • be a

sequence of numbers which has the property that £„ — £r is irrational for all

n^r, — <x> <n, r<<x> (19). Let Ln denote the set of all numbers in the interval

7 = (0, l] which differ from £„ by a rational number, and define Ai

= U„^o (Ln+n), A2 = r\n^0 (II~\Ln), A=AiWA2. The part Ai of A is countable

(and dense in I'), while A2C.I is the complement in 7 of a countable set. If

Xi, X2, • • • is a counting of Ai, let F be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure which

assigns measure ju„>0 to X„, a = l, 2, • • • (with Zi°° M" < °°)> Lebesgue

measure to (measurable) subsets of A2, and measure zero to A'. Finally, let

\x(t), — 00 <t< 00 j be a stationary (wide sense) stochastic process which

has F as its spectral distribution [5, p. 519]. The translates

{A — n, — 00  <«< 00}

of the support A of F are mutually disjoint, clearly, so that process x is

determined linearly by its samples. However, no trigonometrical series

Zn e2TiKnKn{t) which converges in 9c to eiTiXl (if such exists) can be a Fourier

(18) Lemma I of [8]. We neglect the case a = 1/2 which (with an added hypothesis) is

covered by Lemma I of [8].

(19) E.g., any sequence of distinct members of a Hamel base.
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series. Thus, even if there is a representation x(t) = Y* x(n)Kn(t) for this

process, it will not be one given by (12) and (14). (Methods for dealing

with the atomic part of F are known from smoothing and prediction theory;

cf. [5, p. 567].)
5. Acknowledgments. Special cases covered by the Corollary of Theorem

3 have appeared previously [9; 10; 11 ]. The author wishes to thank Professor

Kac for bringing reference [8] to his attention.
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